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Reminder
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Diagnostic Odyssey
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Diagnostic Odyssey (1/2)
September 2015  

• Aurélien was born on September 3rd 2015.

• Eight days after his birth, on September 11th , the pediatrician who
examined him at birth tells us that she suspects a connective tissue
anomaly.

• She talks about connective tissue abnormalities and Marfan
syndrome is "evoked" for the first time

• Despite a request from the Brussels geneticist who examined
Aurélien, the reference center for Belgium that he contacted
refused to carry out a genetic analysis

• A far too long diagnostic odyssey then began
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Diagnostic Odyssey (2/2)
August 2016

• The diagnostic odyssey ended 11 months later with the discovery
of a de novo mutation on exon 26 of our child’s FBN1 gene.

• This discovery confirmed that, as a result of a spontaneous
mutation, Aurélien is suffering from a rare disease called
Marfan Syndrome.

• Aurélien was diagnosed during his first year of life, and it is
explained to us that he falls into the category of people with a
"neonatal" or “ early onset” form of Marfan syndrome.
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Marfan syndrome (MFS)
& neonatal Marfan Syndrome (nMFS)
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Marfan syndrome (1/4)
FBN1 & fibrilline

• Marfan syndrome results from an anomaly in the connective
tissues that hold the cells that make up the human body
together.

• This abnormality is caused by a defect in the fibrillin
protein encoded by the FBN1 gene following a pathogenic
mutation.

• The disease is multisystemic and affects, among other
things, the musculoskeletal, pulmonary, ocular and
cardiovascular systems.

• The main danger for patients with the syndrome is that of
aortic dissection, the consequences of which are generally
fatal.
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Marfan syndrome (2/4)
The intensity of the afflictions is very variable 
(even within families)

• Some people affected by the syndrome have few disorders.  

• While others are severely affected, sometimes severely handicapped 
and their life expectancy can be quite reduced. 

• Between these two extremities, we find the majority of Marfan 
patients who are sometimes severely handicapped by the disease and 
who must regularly control the dilation of their aorta. 

In the current state of scientific knowledge, the cause of this great variability 
in the extent and intensity of the damage is not yet well understood. 
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Neonatal Marfan Syndrome (3/4)
Statistical life expectancy

• Some authors report that the statistical life expectancy for this particular form is as low as 16.3 months:
« Marfan syndrome (MFS) (OMIM 154700) is an autosomal dominant disorder of fibrous connective tissue involving the ocular, skeletal, 
and cardiovascular systems. MFS patients present with clinical variability, in which the rare neonatal Marfan syndrome (nMFS) has the 
most severe presentation in early childhood. The prognosis of nMFS is very poor, with a mean survival age of only 16.3 months. Valvular 
insufficiencies and diaphragmatic hernias have been associated with shorter survival in patients diagnosed before the age of 1 year. […] 
The term neonatal Marfan syndrome was first used in 1991 to describe the most severe phenotype of MFS similar to cases previously known 
as infantile Marfan syndrome, congenital Marfan syndrome, and severe perinatal Marfan syndrome. Recently, it has been suggested that the 
term neonatal MFS should be replaced by early onset and rapidly progressive MFS to represent the most severe features of MFS in early 
childhood » 

PENG Q. et al., « A novel fibrillin-1 gene missense mutation associated with neonatal Marfan syndrome : a case report and review of the 
mutation spectrum », BMC Pediatrics, 30 avril 2016, 16:60, DOI 10.1186/s12887-016-0598-6
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Neonatal Marfan Syndrome (4/4) 
Exons 24-32 et mitral valve

• These are almost always spontaneous cases: de novo

• Genetic analysis reports that these cases are usually (but 
not always) found when a pathogenic mutation occurs in
the core of the FBN1 gene on the interval of exons 24 to 
32 

• A signature of this form is the rapid affection of the 
mitral valve
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Genomics
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Genomics (1/4)
Prof. Guillaume Smits (IB)² | HUDERF – ERASME

• After the shock of the diagnosis, we returned to the geneticist who 
follows Aurélien since his second week of life: Prof Guillaume 
Smits.

• He patiently answered our very many questions.

• With his explanations, we progressively understood that we could, 
perhaps, try to help our son and other children living with rare 
diseases.
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Genomics (2/4)
Sequencing

Today the emergence of new generation sequencers has paved the
way to three different approaches to the study of genes:

1. The “traditional” sequencing of individual genes (or by panels
of a few genes);

2. New generation sequencing (NGS) of the whole exome called
Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) 3% of the genome and;

3. New Generation Sequencing (NGS) of the entire genome called
Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS).

With the new sequencers, scientists have gradually entered the 
era of genomics
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Genomics (3/4) 
$1000 for a Whole Genome Sequencing

And the progressive reduction of sequencing 
costs facilitates this transition:  
• The cost of sequencing has thus decreased 

from $100,000,000 per genome in 2001 to
• $1000 per genome since 2017! 
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Genomics (4/4) 
Genome mapping

• The addition of each new sequenced genome progressively 
improves the understanding of the “human genome”.

• Each new sequenced genome - shared and coupled with 
phenotypic data - contributes to “mapping the genome”
and to understanding the interactions between different 
genes.

• Genome knowledge opens the way to personalized 
medicine.
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Protective Genes
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Protective Genes (1/3)
The Resilience Project

CHEN R. et al., « Analysis of 589,306 genomes identifies individuals resilient 
to severe Mendelian childhood diseases », Nature Biotechnology, 34, 531–538 

(2016) doi:10.1038/nbt.3514, Received 29 July 2015 Accepted 12 February 
2016 Published online 11 April 2016. Disponible à l’adresse: 
https://www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v34/n5/pdf/nbt.3514.pdf

• In this project, 589,306 “genomes” (actually a combination of
WES and WGS) collected at random in other contexts have
been re-examined.

• This study identified 13 apparently healthy adults who carry
pathogenic mutations that should have caused severe rare diseases
in them that normally develop in childhood.

*17

• The people discovered by the Resilience Project should have been sick but are not.

• These people may be protected by the action of protective modifier genes.

https://www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v34/n5/pdf/nbt.3514.pdf


Protective Genes (2/3)
Modifier & protective gene

• A modifier gene is a gene that affects the
expression of one or more genes (=epistasis).

• A protective gene is a modifier gene (=
epistatic gene) whose action protects an
individual from the harmful influence of a gene
carrying a pathogenic mutation (= hypostatic
gene).

*18



Not sick, sick or should be sick
Recontact? 
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13 candidates 
identified in the 

Resilience Project

Wrong variant 
pathogenic 

classification 
Not sick

Contact for 
confirmation and 

variant 
reclassification

Possibly re-examine 
people carrying this 

variant who have been 
previously incorrectly 
diagnosed on this basis 

Right variant 
pathogenic 

classification

Sick Contact to inform 
and treat

Potentially inform the 
family of the risk of 
developing a disease

Should be sick
Contact to perform 

WGS and track 
action of modifiers

Potentially develop 
new therapy that 

replicates the effect of 
the modifier

Protective Genes (3/3)
Not sick, sick or should be sick

Recontact? No re-contact possible (68% of the total cohort come from …23andMe!)



What about FBN1?
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What about FBN1? (1/3)
2016 | UMD-FBN1+HGMD+Franken vs gnomAD

Pathogenic
variants

*21

Benign, non-pathogenic
variants

www.umd.be/FBN1/
https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

FBN1 Mutations
GnomAD database (2017) 24-juin-17 0 http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

HGMD (2017) 14-sept-17 1.311 http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/
UMD-FBN1 Mutations database (2014) 28-août-14 3.077 http://www.umd.be/FBN1/

Francken (2017) 03-mai-17 314 Heart

Exomes Genomes
Identical mutations in at least two databases 122 64 58

GnomAD / HGMD 45 23 22
GnomAD / UMD-FBN1 75 40 35

GnomAD / Franken 2 1 1
Identical mutations in three databases 66 35 31

Identical mutations in four databases 4 2 2

Of the 122 individuals whose data are in 
gnomAD, 24 individuals, (12 exomes and 12 

genomes) have a previously identified pathogenic 
mutation responsible for Marfan syndrome that is 
located in the risk zone of exons 24 to 32 where 

nMFS is found. 

This observation was subsequently confirmed in the 
scientific literature in 2019. See BAUDHUIN L. ET AL.,
« Variability in gene-based knowledge impacts variant 
classification: an analysis of FBN1 missense variants in 
ClinVar », EJHG, 21 May 2019, 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41431-019-0440-3.

http://www.umd.be/FBN1/
https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41431-019-0440-3


What about FBN1? (2/3) 
2017 | NOS2 ?

*22

OLLER, J. et a., « Nitric oxide mediates aortic disease in mice deficient in the 
metalloprotease Adamts1 and in a mouse model of Marfan syndrome », NATURE,
published online 9 January 2017; doi:10.1038/nm.4266. 



What about FBN1? (3/3)
Fondation 101 Génomes

My wife and I then realized that:

• That there was hope of discovering a modifier gene for FBN1 (NOS2 ?)

• That the researchers did not have the necessary tools to conduct this research.

We therefore decided to make the missing resources available to all scientists.

And to do so, we created the “Fondation 101 Génomes"

*23



Fondation 101 Génomes
&

101 Genomes Marfan Projet 
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101 Genomes (1/4)
Fondation 101 Génomes : creation & purpose

• The 101 Genomes Foundation (F101G) aims to advance research
by 10 years through the creation of an innovative genomic 
databank that will allow researchers to better understand and treat 
rare diseases. 

• The disruptive innovation of the genomics and bioinformatics 
revolution makes this objective possible today.

Genomics in the Cloud
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According to Professor Anne De Paepe, 
ProRector of Ghent University, this is "a 

unique and unprecedented example of patient 
participation in scientific research".



101 Genomes (2/4)
101 Genomes Marfan Project

• The 101 Genomes Marfan Project (P101GM) is the pilot project of the 
F101G. This Project is dedicated to Marfan syndrome. 

• It is built on an extensible starting cohort of 101 patients. 

• The creation of the Genomic Cloud is an integral part of this pilot project.

• When the Genomic Cloud is set-up it will be able to host other projects 
dedicated to other rare diseases that will benefit from the experience 
gained.
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101 Genomes (3/4)
Scientific Committee
• The P101GM Scientific Committee is composed of leading 

scientists in Marfan Syndrome and algorithmics. 
• Among the members of the committee are the professors Julie 

De Backer, Bart Loeys, Guillaume Smits, Guillaume 
Jondeau, Catherine Boileau and Anne De Paepe.

• The Committee is co-chaired by Julie De Backer & Bart 
Loeys
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101 Genomes (4/4)
& European Associations

The P101GM is supported by several European Marfan patient 
associations:
• Belgian Marfan Syndrome Association;
• French Marfan Syndrome Association;
• den-i (Luxembourg);
• …
It received the 2018 Edelweiss Award from the Belgian alliance for rare 
diseases: RaDiOrg
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What is new since 
Drammen?
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Dimensions
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Patients
MFS

Specific: 
P101GM FBN1 common 

template VASCERN

Phenotypic data

Data forms: 

“AORta Automatic  Measurement”

Genomic data

Sequencing WGS 30x + pipeline VCF: 

GEMVAP: Classification, ancrage & quête 

GEMS: “Genome-wide Epistasis for 
cardiovascular severity in Marfan Study” 

Scientific 
Community

Reference centres MFS

AORAM



AORAM
Aorta Automatic Measurements

*32
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Image capture
Prof. REGA UZ Leuven

Storage & Access
101 Genomes Foundation

Collaborative human annotation
Prof. JONDEAU APHP

Human-Assisted Machine Learning
FARI: MLG, (ib)², ULB & VUB

CT-SCAN

Dicom files

Interface visualization &
Annotation

F101G Genomic Cloud



GEMVAP+
Improve clinical diagnosis of rare genetic disorders with a 
GEne-specific Missense VAriant Predictor framework

*34



Genome4Brussels



GEMS
Genome-wide Epistasis for cardiovascular severity in Marfan Study
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GEMS
‘Our’ GEMS

• GEMS is the acronym of Genome-wide Epistasis for cardiovascular
severity in Marfan Study

• The objective of GEMS is to identify protective modifier genes (=
epistatic genes) within the whole human genome that can explain the
variability of cardiovascular disease found in people with Marfan
syndrome. Such a discovery would make it possible to contemplate
new therapeutic approaches that would replicate the protective effects
identified in order to prevent cardiovascular events

• This research is at the heart of the Fondation 101 Génomes’s
action. It is led by Professor Bart Loeys and the entire scientific
committee of the Project 101 Genomes Marfan

• It is actively supported by the VASCERN Network dedicated to
vascular diseases and by the main members of the HTAD group
within it.
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GEMS
Methodology
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Cohort of more than 
260 carriers of the 

two selected 
mutations 



GEMS
262 patients!
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Données pour le 
projet GEMS extraites 

pour la F101G

26 Centers of reference responded to the request 
of the GEMS project so far. (See ANNEXE 1: List 
with precise addresses)

21 Centers of references follow patients eligible 
for the investigation cohort.

An investigation cohort of at least 262 patients 
can be mobilised via these centres.

Antwerp, Ghent, Leiden, Nijmegen, Groningen, 
Amsterdam, Paris, London, Hamburg, Sheffield, 
Zurich, Milan, Pavia, Bologna, Barcelona, 
Rome, Vienna, Umea, Ottawa, Baltimore, …

It cannot be guaranteed at this stage that it will be possible to carry out grouped collections followed by grouped shipments. At this stage, the 
cautious approach would be to plan for 262 individual shipments. 

However, Centers will be encouraged to organise group collections for 2-5 people. Bearing in mind that, at reception, the UZA can only 
perform a maximum of 20 IPSC and PBMC extractions per day.
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#3 p.Ala882Val; c.2645C>T – exon 21 0 4 1 0 53 6 0 0 1 3 3 1 3 4 79
#7 p.Ile2585Thr; c.7754T>C – exon 62 8 13 20 2 93 12 10 0 2 1 3 2 3 1 4 6 3 183

Number of patients 8 17 21 2 146 18 10 0 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 1 4 6 7 262
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Bioflow
GEMS2Center:

Données pour le 
projet GEMS extraites 

pour la F101G

Centers of reference collect three tubes of EDTA 
blood per patient: : 
- Tube 1 DNA (5 ml)  
- Tube 2 IPSC (10 ml)
- Tube 3 PBMC (10 ml)

For 262 patients, 786 samples (=262 x 3 tubes) 
are required. Tubes 1, 2 & 3 are sent to UZA.

Biobank 
Fondation 101 Génomes

Fondation 101 Génomes

Tubes 2 for stem cell culture (Induced 
Pluripotent Stem Cell) and Tube 3 for PBMC 
extraction (Peripheral Blood Mononuclear 
Cell) must reach within 48 hours the UZA 
laboratory (Antwerp, Belgium).
IPSC & PBMC extracted from Tubes 2 & 3 
will stay in UZA. IPSC & PBMC should be 
stored at a temperature lower than -80° at UZA 
(in a local additional nitrogen tank).
DNA extracted from Tube 1 is divided in two 
lots: (1) ‘Lot 500 ng’ that contains 500 
nanograms (ng) of DNA for whole genome 
sequencing (1 DNA storage tube); (2) ‘Lot 
Rest’ that contains the rest of DNA extracted 
that will be placed in Biobank for long storage 
(4 DNA storage tubes).
In transit, ‘Lot 500 ng’ and ‘Lot Rest’ should be 
stored at Room T°. 
When 50 DNA samples are collected, they are 
shipped (Shipping 2 & 3).

50 lots ‘500 ng’ (=50*1) are shipped 
for sequencing batch to Amsterdam in 
the Netherlands

WGS 30x
Pipeline

Antwerp, Ghent, Leiden, Nijmegen, Groningen, 
Amsterdam, Paris, London, Hamburg, Sheffield, 
Zurich, Milan, Pavia, Bologna, Barcelona, 
Rome, Vienna, Umea, Ottawa, Baltimore, …

Shipping 1: Controlled Room T°
T° between +15°C & +25C°

48h MAX
Tube Extract Transit (T°) Long (T°)

Tube 1/DNA
Lot 500 ng: WGS Yes (Room T°) No

Lot Rest: BioBank Yes (Room T°) Yes (<-80°)

Tube 2/IPSC N.A. N.A. N.A.

Tube 3/PBMC PBMC Yes (<-80°) No

Shipping 3:
Ambiant Room T°

Shipping 2 Ambiant
Room T°

50 lots ‘Rest’ (=50*4)  are shipped for long storage 
in Paris at <-80°



Bioflow
GEMS2Patient:

Données pour le 
projet GEMS extraites 

pour la F101G

Individual saliva collection kits DNAGenotek
‘Oragene-DNA OG-610’ in ACP-055 mailing 
box.

Kits are delivered to individuals, picked up and 
shipped to UZA.

Biobank 
Fondation 101 Génomes

Fondation 101 Génomes

Kits need to be transported at room 
temperature. With room temperature we mean 
the environmental temperature at which the 
samples are transported. 
DNA extracted from ‘Kits’ is divided in two 
lots: (1) Lot 500 ng that contains 500 
nanograms (ng) of DNA for whole genome 
sequencing (1 DNA storage tube); (2) Lot 
Rest that contains the rest of DNA extracted 
that will be placed in Biobank for long 
storage (55,000 ng - 500 ng = 54,500 ng) 
(4 DNA storage tubes).
In transit, ‘Lot 500 ng’ and ‘Lot Rest’ should 
be stored at Room T°. 
When 50 DNA samples are collected, they 
are shipped (Shipping 2 & 3).

50 lots ‘500 ng’ (=50*1) are shipped 
for sequencing batch to Amsterdam in 
the Netherlands

WGS 30x
Pipeline

500 to 1000 
Individual donors

Shipping 1: Ambiant Room T°

Tube Extract Transit (T°) Long (T°)

Tube 1/DNA
Lot 500 ng: WGS Yes (Room T°) No

Lot Rest: BioBank Yes (Room T°) Yes (<-80°)

Shipping 3:
Ambiant Room T°

Shipping 2
Ambiant Room T°

50 lots ‘Rest’ (=50*4) are shipped for long storage 
in Paris at <-80°



What do we store? 
We store DNA

42
Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)

Both in the dimension involving centers and, in the dimension involving individuals, the 
samples are gathered in the laboratory in Antwerp. 

There the DNA is extracted* and distributed for each patient in 5 DNA storage tubes 
sealable with screw caps. One DNA storage tube is sent to MacroGen for sequencing 
and 4 DNA storage tubes are stored in BioBank. 

The DNA storage tubes are for example: "68-0703-10 | FluidX 96-Format, 0.5ml 
External Thread, Next-Gen Jacket, Tri-Coded Tube, Capped | Barcode & HRN (Side) 
Detail68-0703-11 | FluidX 96-Format, 0.5ml External Thread, Next-Gen Jacket, Tri-
Coded Tube, Capped, Racked (in 66-51004 Rack) | 2" 
(https://www.brookslifesciences.com/products/fluidx-96-format-0.5ml-external-thread-
next-gen-jacket-tri-coded-tube). 

For the 252 individuals, we will need 1260 DNA storage tubes. 252 tubes will be 
destroyed after use by MacroGen and 1008 tubes will be stored long-term at -80° at 
Air Liquide.

* Research is currently ongoing at the UZA and ULB to determine whether it is feasible, 
and at what cost, to extract DNA in such a way as to enable long-read sequencing and 
not just short-read sequencing. The current technological evolution seems to indicate 
that within a few years long-read sequencing (or a combination of long and short-read) 
could be the norm.

GEMS2
Center

GEMS2
Patient

https://www.brookslifesciences.com/products/fluidx-96-format-0.5ml-external-thread-next-gen-jacket-tri-coded-tube


Storage
Biobank:
• Biologic : BioB
• Bioinformatic : Genomic Cloud
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Biologic
storage

44



CryopAL Biobanque Solutions
Draft convention

45
Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)



ERASME-ULB ethic committee
5 April 2022: ‘Avis favorable’
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Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)



AFMPS
Notification (18 May 2022) 
& Confirmation (9 June 2022)
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Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)



Bioinformatic
storage
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Microsoft Azure & Data Twin
Cloud Storage

49

After legal examination and regular contact at Microsoft (both at European and Belgian level),
Microsoft Azure was chosen as the partner to host the data. Mainly because Microsoft offers
the safest and most regulatory compliant current Cloud option for genomic storage on the
market as of today.

The F101G opened its Cloud (Data Lake) and since October 2020 we have been working on
the development of this facility with different consultants.

The F101G Data Lake now already allows to host and store genomic data securely in the cloud.

This solution will facilitate at a later stage access for as many researchers as possible.



Genomics in the Cloud
Géraldine Van Der Auwera (Broad Institute MIT/Harvard)  

50

Géraldine Van der Auwera (Broad Institute MIT/Harvard - Author of Genomics in
the Clouds) has accepted to be involved in the set-up of our Genomic Cloud and its
optimization, keeping in mind the numerous interactions required for fair genomics
activities.

Until now, Géraldine has mainly developed her expertise in the Google environment.
She was looking for a genomic project to replicate what she did on Google Cloud
Platform in the Microsoft Azure world. Our project is a perfect fit for her and she
will work with us to implement our genome storage solution on Azure.

We have bi-monthly meetings with Géraldine to advance our development.

We are considering structuring our data by aligning them with Terra data model, a
cloud-native platform for biomedical researchers to access data, run analysis tools,
and collaborate.

https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/genomics-in-the/9781491975183/


Tools integration 
Emma Verkinderen  

51

Bioinformatician Emma Verkinderen, who is engaged by Prof. Tom Lenaerts in the context of Genome4Brussels, has
become involved with this component of the project, notably by helping to define the requirements for the hosting solution in
order to ensure that the Cloud solution will allow to integrate and use AI tools developed in the Marfan context.

https://www.f101g.org/en/genome4brussels-par-emma-verkinderen/

https://www.f101g.org/en/genome4brussels-par-emma-verkinderen/


Bioinformatic flow 
Gathering 300 panels, 111 WES & 52 WGS
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47 WGS

111 WES 300 panels

First ever SFTP transfer between macrogen
and Azure! Established with Data Twin



Web App for consent management 
& phenotypic data collection
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GEMS App
Welcome & approved

54

On October 8th, 2021, the GEMS App was presented by Professor
Bart Loeys to the entire European Marfan Syndrome research
community at the annual meeting of VASCERN (the European
Reference Network dedicated to rare vascular diseases). The
researchers and representatives of patient organizations (Belgian,
French, Dutch, German, Spanish and Austrian) present at the event
gave an enthusiastic welcome to the GEMS App.

On January 10th, 2022, the GEMS App received approval from the
UZA Ethics Committee (Annexe 02 20220110 UZA Ethic
approval).
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https://www.101gems.be/

https://www.101gems.be/


Individual saliva collection kits
DNAGenotek

66

Données pour le 
projet GEMS extraites 

pour la F101G

Box Dimensions: 18 cm x 13 cm x 3,5 cm



DNA genotek
Saliva kits

67
Lac de données F101G

(Azure Cloud)



Bioflow
Individuals = GEMS2Patient

68
Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)

50 lots ‘500 ng’ are shipped for sequencing batch to 
Amsterdam in the Netherlands (1 DNA storage tube).50 lots ‘Rest’ are shipped for long storage in Paris

(4 DNA storage tubes).

https://www.101gems.be/

https://www.101gems.be/
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Conclusion
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Conclusion 
Sparkle

• Limited to 101 genomes, our initiative is only a sparkle in comparison with other state actions but 
it can grow.

• This sparkle is currently concentrated on Marfan syndrome but it can be extended to other rare 
diseases.

• This sparkle is a patient driven initiative.
• Our ambition is to provide the scientific community with what they need to better understand 

rare diseases.
• Our dream is that it could contribute to the development of new drugs that could improve our 

children’s lives. 
• You can join the project today!

*74
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Data lake F101G

(Azure Cloud)
https://www.101gems.be/

You can join the project now by 
helping us testing the GEMS App!

https://www.101gems.be/


*77

Conclusion
7 year old!

www.f101g.org

http://www.f101g.org/
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